
Regain your natural hair colour
in a gentle and caring
way – totally easy and 

without hydrogen peroxide.

Rediscover your natural hair 
colour – full of expression

and vitality, and with noticeable
suppleness.

Gives grey hair its natural colour
back, soft and gentle. Step by step.

RE-NATURE MEDIUM

For natural hair colours 
from medium blonde to 

medium brown.

RE-NATURE DARK

For natural hair colours from 
dark brown to black.
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S A F E T Y  I N S T R U C T I O N S

PRECAUTIONS OF USE 
• Product can cause an all-

ergic reaction.

• Do not use to dye eye-
lashes or eyebrows.

• Avoid contact with eyes.

• Rinse eyes immediately, if
product comes into con-
tact with them.

• Wear suitable gloves.

IMPORTANT ADVICE:
THIS PRODUCT CAN
CAUSE AN ALLERGIC RE-
ACTION. 

•  DO NOT USE IF:
– you have already experi-

enced any reaction to
colouring or re-pigmen-
tation products.

– you have a sensitive, irri-
tated or damaged scalp.

• THE RE-PIGMENTATION
CRÈME CAN CAUSE ALLER-
GIC REACTIONS WHICH
IN RARE INSTANCES CAN
BE SEVERE. Please consult a
doctor if you have any
doubts.

• We recommend that you
perform a skin sensitivity test
48 hours prior to use of this
Re-Pigmentation Crème even
if you have used colouring
or re-pigmentation products
before. 

This should be done like this:

SENSITIVITY TEST
Undertake the skin test on a
spot sized approximately 1 x 1
cm on the inside of the elbow.
Apply a small amount of the
Re-Pigmentation Crème in a
thin layer on the inside of the
elbow with a cotton bud and
allow to remain uncovered for 
45 minutes. Avoid contact
with clothes. Close tube again
carefully. After 45 minutes,
wash off the crème carefully
with lukewarm water.

If any reaction occurs during
the processing time or during
the following 48 hours you
should rinse immediately and
not use this Re-Pigmentation
Crème.

The test represents a reasona-
ble precaution. However, the
test is no guarantee that an all-
ergic reaction may not occur
as a result of a hair colouring/
re-pigmentation process. 

In case of any unexpected 
reaction such as stinging, burn-
ing, or rash during or after ap-
plication, rinse immediately
with lukewarm water and dis-
continue use.    

Before re-pigmentating or 
colouring your hair again,
seek and follow medical 
advice.

IMPORTANT POINTS TO 
REMEMBER:
• Keep out of reach of chil-

dren.

• Use product only on intact
skin.

• Avoid contact of the pro-
duct with clothes, metal,
plastic or porous surfaces.
In case of spillings of the
crème on skin, clothes or
other objects, please rinse
them with cold water and
soap straight away.

• Store the Re-Pigmentation
Crème at room-tempera-
ture.



I N S T R U C T I O N  L E A F L E T

SCHWARZKOPF RE-NATURE IS SUITABLE FOR
• Your natural hair colour should be 

between medium blonde and black.
• With medium blonde and dark blonde

natural hair, at least half of the hair
should be grey; otherwise the colour 
result could turn out too dark.

• You can also use Schwarzkopf Re-Nature
on permed hair. We recommend leaving
at least 14 days between a perm and the
use of Schwarzkopf Re-Nature, though.

SCHWARZKOPF RE-NATURE IS NOT
SUITABLE FOR

• Schwarzkopf Re-Nature is not suitable for
red, red blonde and light blonde hair.

• Schwarzkopf Re-Nature is not suitable for
bleached or coloured hair.

• Schwarzkopf Re-Nature is not suitable
for Asian black hair. 

IMPORTANT APPLICATION ADVICE
• Schwarzkopf Re-Nature can be used as

often as required until the desired colour-
depth has been reached. This can be
achieved after one or more applications.
The application time depends on your
decision to either partially or totally 
conceal your grey hair.

• Please note that Schwarzkopf Re-Nature
continues to have an effect on the hair
for 2–5 days after the application, due to
its reaction with the oxygen in the air.
This is dependent on the hair structure,
and can give your hair the appearance of
a slight blueish-violet to black shimmer,
which will disappear after 24–48 hours.

• If you are planning a hair cut, please
apply Schwarzkopf Re-Nature around 
2–3 days beforehand.

• If you have short to very short hair, you
only need half a tube for the application.

II. THE TOUCH UP APPLICATIONS 
• If you haven’t reached your desired result

after the first application, you should 
continue using Schwarzkopf Re-Nature. For
natural hair colours of dark brown to black,
we suggest 3–6 applications. 
Leave at least 4–5 days between the touch-
up applications, so the new colour-tone can
develop properly. For the corresponding
application times please refer to the above
table shown under Point I. THE FIRST APPLI-
CATION.

• When you have reached your desired result
after one or more applications, you only
need to re-apply Schwarzkopf Re-Nature on
re-grown grey hair (see III. APPLICATION TO
RETAIN THE DESIRED TONE).

• For Men with very short hair we re-
commend a full head application and a
shortened application time of 5–15 minutes
(depending on the natural colour and 
desired result).

III. APPLICATION TO RETAIN THE DESIRED TONE
• Once you have reached your desired tone,

we recommend a single application every 
4 weeks (on medium blonde to medium
brown hair) and once every 2 weeks 
(on dark brown to black hair). Ensure you 
distribute Schwarzkopf Re-nature evenly
and only to the re-growth. 
The application time should be between 
5–20 minutes depending on your natural
hair colour, hair-type and according to 
your individual experience with the first 
applications (see I. THE FIRST APPLICATION).

• If, during the re-growth period, your hair
becomes lighter (due to exposure to sun,
solarium or strong perspiration) you can 

also treat the ends with a shortened 
application time of 5–10 minutes. This
way you again achieve a more even 
colour result.

• If you have very short hair we recom-
mend an application on the total hair
with a shortened application time of 
5–15 minutes (depending on the natural
colour; see I. THE FIRST APPLICATION).

• After application of Schwarzkopf Re-
Nature you can use styling products as
usual.

1. PREPARATION
Before application you should put on gloves
and cover your clothes 
with an old towel. Have
a watch or clock handy,
so you can control the
application time. To
open, take the cap off
the tube and peel off the
seal.

2. APPLICATION

Apply the Re-Pigmenta-
tion Crème onto dry

hair. The hair does not
need to be sham-
pooed beforehand.

Spread the crème
evenly and in sufficient

quantity, to either (see 
I. THE FIRST APPLICATION, APPLICATION
QUANTITY).

1. REACH THE DESIRED RESULT:

• Full head application – when the hair is
evenly grey (for medium blonde to dark
blonde natural hair, at least half of the
hair should be grey).

• Partial application – i.e. for grey around the
temples.

2. MAINTAIN YOUR DESIRED 
COLOUR RESULT:

• On the re-grown hair (see: III. APPLICA-

TION TO RETAIN THE DESIRED TONE).

NOTE: Please clean up any remaining 
formula from your skin, especially from the
contours.

3. APPLICATION TIME

For individual application 
times please refer to the

detailed advice under
Sections I–III. The longer
the application time, the

more intense the colour 
result. 

We recommend not to exceed an
application time of 20 minutes for the medium
variant and of 25 minutes
for the dark variant.

The Re-Pigmentation
Crème, in combination
with oxygen in the air, 
can give the appearance of

a dark, blueish-violet to black appearance.
When washed thoroughly, this effect dis-
appears.

4. RINSE

When the desired develop-
ment time is complete,

rinse well with lukewarm
water.

5. FINAL TREATMENT

Shampoo your hair with Schwarzkopf Re-
Nature Caring Shampoo. Rinse well with 
lukewarm water, until the water runs clear.
For further applications you
can simply close the tube
again.

If you are using only a
part of the Re-Pigmen-
tation Crème during the 
application, with the remainder
to be used later, reseal the tube well. To do

this, carefully remove excess air from the
tube by pressing carefully, until the crème
becomes visible at the opening of the tube. 

Close the tube immediately and store 
standing on lid at room-temperature. 

Please make sure that you always have 
sufficient crème for each application. 

The gloves provided can be rinsed and
used again.

In rare cases, should you notice discolouring
on fabrics after application of Schwarzkopf
Re-Nature, we recommend the fabrics be
cleaned immediately, according to the care
instructions on the fabric label.

I. THE FIRST APPLICATION

• Schwarzkopf Re-Nature Crème is ready-to-
use and can be applied directly onto the hair. 
Because everyone’s hair structure and natural
hair colour are different, the product 
may react at different rates. Therefore we 
recommend:

• On fine or damaged hair, or hair that has been
effected by the sun, Schwarzkopf Re-Nature
should be used with a shortened application 
time of 5 minutes for Re-Nature Medium or 
10 minutes for Re-Nature Dark.

APPLICATION QUANTITY
Please consider the following quantities for
each application depending on your hair
length:

• If you have already reached your desired
result after the first applications, you only
need to re-apply Schwarzkopf Re-Nature
when grey hair starts to re-appear (see III.
APPLICATION TO RETAIN THE DESIRED
TONE).

Medium

Dark

For natural hair
colours from
Medium blonde
to dark blonde

Light brown to
medium brown

Dark brown to
black

The variant

RE-NATURE
MEDIUM

RE-NATURE
DARK

Application 
time
5–10 minutes

10–15 minutes

15–20 minutes

Length of hair

For short hair

For chin length hair

For shoulder length hair

Quantity

1 tube

2 tubes

4 tubes 


